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OBJECTIVES AND MAIN RESULTS OF THE WP6 : IMPLEMENTATION

According to the methodology proposed for WP6 - Implementation -, the general goal consists in this Work package to “Assess the possibilities / difficulties of the
public authorities to do more and better for not motorised people in general and for pedestrians in particular”, because one can consider that implementation of
measures (in this case in favour of pedestrians, as answer to the previously formalised demands) results of a political willingness to do so and of a choice within a set of
potential improvements.

It’s therefore important to :
1. Better know the users’ demand through an analysis of the expectations of so called representative « lobbies »
2. Value the social and political “opportunity” of potential measures in favour of pedestrians, from the point of view of « decision-makers » ;
3. Verify the economical and technical “feasibility” of such improvements, from the point of view of so called « experts ».

Practically, 2 levels of investigation were proposed :
1. The establishment of a “General Background”, considering the European, the national (federal), the regional (cantonal, departmental, …) and the local (municipal,

urban, …) levels of administrative authorities, each level having some competence to intervene in so called “Walking policies” ;
2. The assessment of specific constraints (opportunity and feasibility) via a questionnaire addressed to some “field actors” such as politicians, experts, lobbies

representatives.

ABOUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire was sent by E-Mail during the first semester of year 2003. Globally, the 6 partners have sent about 272 questionnaires in Belgium, Finland, France, Italy,
Norway and Switzerland. The return was about 45% (120 questionnaires fulfilled), which is a rather good score (see table1).

It was expected to divide the respondents into 3 categories of similar importance :
1. the decision makers (politicians),
2. the experts (Technicians) and
3. the lobbies (people involved in associations, pressure groups, …),
in order to let emerge different points of view and so, to translate as cleverly as possible the dialectic between the different actors in the community. It was expected to
highlight the oppositions, even the existing objective or mental blocks leading to “NON ACTION”. Practically, it was not possible to obtain the repartition as expected. Few
decision makers and lobbyists have filled the questionnaire (10 to 20%), while we have an over-representation of the technicians (or so called “experts”) (70%).

Table 1 : Respondents per country

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL
Decision-Makers 2 5 0 5 2 0 14  (10%)
Technicians 9 5 34 13 12 9 82  (70%)
Lobbyists 7 4 0 9 1 3 24  (20%)
TOTAL 18 14 34 27 15 12 120
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Practically, the questionnaire focused on 7 “thematics”.

The thematic Q1 is a general entry consisting to highlight the usual political ways through which the actions in favour of pedestrians are mostly undertaken.
We’ve also asked the respondents which was, in their opinion, the most relevant authority level to support such policies.

The thematics Q2 to Q7 consist in a valuation of different items shared between 6 main realms (Research, Planning, Infrastructures, Regulation, Incentives,
Communication/participation); This valuation is realised for 2 aspects :
1. A valuation of the EFFICIENCY of each proposed item (from “Very Efficient” - value +2 – to “Not Efficient” – value -2 -)
2. A valuation of the EASINESS to implement each proposed item (from “Very Easy” - value +2 – to “Very Difficult” – value -2 -).

The items may be afterwards compared and classified in :
1. Interventions efficient and easy to implement ;
2. Interventions rather efficient but difficult to implement ;
3. Interventions less efficient but easy to implement ;
4. Interventions rather un-efficient and difficult to implement.

Those results were discussed and validated during a “round-table” gathering all the respondents.

The measures obtaining the best ratios Efficiency / Practicability (1) are therefore the most endorsed. It seems necessary to have a particular attention to those, because
they are appreciated both as the most efficient and/or practicable. This is mostly true for the short term. The present situation is, by evidence and sometimes hopefully;
liable to change, so that one could reverse tomorrow an actual position about measures considered efficient but difficult to implement. Nevertheless, we’ll consider, after
validation of such judgements by the respondents to our questionnaire, that the measures obtaining the lowest ratios Efficiency / Practicability (4) could be, actually, put on
ice because they seem both not efficient and/or not practicable.
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Thematic Q1 : Generic Policies and relevant authorities

In all the 6 countries, the opinions are relatively consensual about the most and the less relevant policies to improve the status of the pedestrians in the cities

The most relevant policies chosen by the respondents to improve the situation of the pedestrians were (by decreasing order) :
Nbr Type of policy Relevant level
Q1-1 Mobility policies Regional / Local
Q1-4 Urban land-use and housing policies Local
Q1-9 Public works policies Regional / Local
Q1-2 Environment policies Federal / European

The less relevant policies were :
Nbr Type of policy Relevant level
Q1-13 Tourist policies Regional / Local
Q1-11 Public services management policies Regional / Local
Q1-12 Communication / public involvement policies Local
Q1-8 Social policies Regional / Local
Q1-10 Public safety policies Local
Q1-3 Public health policies Federal / Regional

Within the 13 considered policies, 5 of them are clearly intended to re-shape the physical environment : Mobility, Environment, Urban land-use / housing, Public works and
tourism. Our 4 most relevant policies are related to this possibility to model the physical environment, while the so considered less relevant policies regarding the status of
the pedestrians aren’t seemingly intended to re-shape concretely the public space.
The panel of respondents seems then to prioritise the immediate and visible interventions instead of a body of more socio-economical oriented actions.
On that point, the composition of the panel with an over-representation of technicians, has probably contributed to orientate the answers.

A majority of respondents in each country (except in Finland) are thinking that, in each sector, the most relevant level of authority to support walking has generally to come
under a closeness authority level (municipal, eventually regional).
The local level may be undoubtedly considered as crucial concerning the implementation of policies in favour of not motorised users. Indeed, municipal authorities are
close to the local and particular demands characterising the pedestrians needs and are therefore guarantying in some way wiser and more innovative answers taking
account of the local particularisms. Nevertheless, upper levels (regions, states or Europe) cannot be ignored as a lever to gain substantial improvements. Indeed, common
global objectives and ways to proceed are probably necessary to guarantee minimal cohesion and perpetuation within the implemented measures at local level (following
the principle “THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY” translated at European level in the so called “subsidiarity principle”).
In such perspective, we are convinced that a successful policy in favour of pedestrians is strongly related to the local re-shaping of the physical environment, leaning on
continuous interventions of convinced individuals in the municipalities. But these interventions have to be supported and supervised by an adapted and favourable global
context in terms of regulation, financing, definition of social, economic and environmental objectives, ….
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Q1 Necessity and/or profitability to lean on the following generic policies

Importance of the topic

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q1-1 Mobility policies 32 26 56 48 20 18 200
Q1-2 Environment policies 14 18 29 35 19 14 129
Q1-3 Public health policies 8 24 3 19 15 4 73
Q1-4 Urban land-use and housing policies 32 21 45 37 20 15 170
Q1-5 Education policies 20 11 34 26 11 9 111
Q1-6 Economic policies 15 19 31 24 11 8 108
Q1-7 Fiscal policies 19 15 13 13 13 13 86
Q1-8 Social policies 16 12 4 29 10 -1 70
Q1-9 Public works policies 32 10 47 28 17 16 150

Q1-10 Public safety policies 19 6 0 18 17 12 72
Q1-11 Public services management policies -3 -12 3 11 9 3 11
Q1-12 Communication / public involvement policies 15 1 11 12 2 6 47
Q1-13 Tourist policies 0 -1 8 1 1 1 10

Pertinent level of treatment

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q1-1 Mobility policies -16 11 -38 -9 -10 0 -62
Q1-2 Environment policies 16 -3 33 14 5 14 79
Q1-3 Public health policies 9 13 20 4 9 8 63
Q1-4 Urban land-use and housing policies -24 -10 -32 -29 -18 -1 -114
Q1-5 Education policies -19 -13 -6 -9 -8 -8 -63
Q1-6 Economic policies 8 14 12 15 6 7 62
Q1-7 Fiscal policies 21 15 46 16 6 11 115
Q1-8 Social policies -11 -6 -27 -23 -13 -11 -91
Q1-9 Public works policies -17 9 -24 -14 -6 -2 -54
Q1-10 Public safety policies -20 -7 -15 -33 -11 -18 -104
Q1-11 Public services management policies -14 1 -25 -31 -4 -9 -82
Q1-12 Communication / public involvement policies -22 8 -40 -35 -10 -18 -117
Q1-13 Tourist policies -14 10 -60 -29 10 -6 -89
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Thematic Q2 : Possible interventions in the research field

The proposals grouped under these thematic have to be considered as closely linked. They form a whole : the surveys (observatories), the study of problems and solutions
(researches), the dissemination (know how transfer). Nevertheless, they are globally considered a bit easier to implement as the whole set of proposals putted forward in
the other fields, while their efficiency is in average. Considering both aspects (Efficiency / Easiness) these proposals gain the favour of the respondents, obtaining the
second best average total value (see table ….. here after).
Again, the results are undoubtedly related to the quality of the respondents (mostly technicians). In these precise realm, one measure is particularly endorsed by all
countries for its efficiency : “Organising “know-how transfer” (Q2-1) which appears clearly as the most efficient measure to improve the situation of pedestrians in cities. It is
also considered as relatively easy to be implemented.
The score gained by this proposal reveals the necessity to go a step further in exchanges of information, both in the knowledge field as in the usual practices.
Indeed, practitioners as well as the searchers are generally complaining not to have a sufficient overview of what’s done in their own department or in their own country,
and it’s generally nothing compared to the poor level of transfer of knowledge between different countries speaking different languages, even with frequent overlapping
researches at national as well as at European level.
Such exchanges of information – between searchers and practitioners for instance - may be organised only at relevant institutional levels, which is generally a global level
(at this point, this item comes under public services management policies). It needs for instance to offer training for the political representatives and the technicians
(particularly ?) at grass-root level.

On the other hand, among the proposals, the creation of “mobility observatories” (Q2-4) was regarded unanimously as less efficient and not so evidently practicable (this
measures was maybe considered as too general or as too much energy and means consuming for poor results expected ?). It’s comical, considering that the Belgian
regions have just installed this kind of observatory, indeed focusing more on general traffic observation, which is not a very useful approach to enlighten the problems of
the pedestrians, needing introduction of new approaches and methods, combining qualitative and quantitative researches.

The other 2 measures (To focus the research more on everyday urban mobility (Q2-2) and Research on sustainable mobility (Q2-3)) gained the same score and were
regarded both as relatively efficient and easy to implement. The pondered valuation varies sensibly from one country to the other, but drawing any geographical conclusion
is seemingly not possible at this stage.

One can notice several alternative proposals and comments in this realm, essentially putting forward the positive aspects of “best practices” comparisons at the European
level as well as the extremely positive role of example endorsed by the cities supporting walking as a justified transport mean.
Moreover, Norway insists particularly on complementarity between cyclists and pedestrians and on a common platform for researches dedicated to these modes.
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Q2 Following you, in the RESEARCH FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q2-1 To organise a “Know how transfer” 23 19 48 27 18 6 141

Q2-2 To focus the research more on everyday urban mobility 12 9 18 27 14 11 91

Q2-3 researches on sustainable mobility 10 15 31 20 10 12 98

Q2-4 To create “mobility observatories” 13 2 22 14 0 -1 50

Total Easiness

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q2-1 To organise a “Know how transfer” 9 8 6 2 10 2 37

Q2-2 To focus the research more on everyday urban mobility 4 6 -12 6 11 8 23

Q2-3 researches on sustainable mobility 3 11 11 12 6 1 44

Q2-4 To create “mobility observatories” 4 -4 -2 4 6 -4 4
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Thematic Q3 : Possible interventions in the planning field

The judgement of the experts about the here proposed measures is somewhat contrasted between efficiency and easiness. All the proposed items (except Q3-8) appear
globally as very efficient but at the same time as very difficult to implement compared to the set of proposals included in the other fields. The scores are very homogeneous
from one country to the other.
Due to these expected difficulties of implementation, the combination of both aspects (Efficiency / Easiness) gives a total value clearly below average (see table ….. here
after).

Among the proposals in this field, 4 of them were unanimously evaluated to be very efficient :
1. Q3-2 : to promote mixed activities (but difficult)
2. Q3-4 : to restrict every new urban development (but difficult)
3. Q3-5 : to integrate mobility policies with urban planning (but difficult)
4. Q3-7 : to re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars (but particularly difficult)

In comparison,
1. Q3-3 : To evaluate the impact on environment and mobility (which is the only item in this field gaining a relative positive appreciation  regarding its practicability)
2. Q3-8 : To limit strongly the growth of road’s net
were considered to be relatively ineffective measures (particularly Q3-8 for which the score is very low in every country), while they seem to be easy or at least not very
difficult to implement compared to the others.

As said, all the items (except Q3-3) were unanimously judged difficult to implement, but particularly Q3-1 (drastic redefinition of the urban land-use policies) and Q3-7 (To
re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars).

Such a global positive judgement about the efficiency of planning measures for improving the lot of the pedestrians, enlightens on privileged relationships between mobility
policies and urban planning policies. Nevertheless, such relationships seem very difficult to concretise due to the extreme difficulties to implement practically measures
related to urban planning. All the added comments go in this way : re-draw the cities in order to promote walking could be the best thing but it’s so complicated that the
best is for sure to use other simpler tools. Pragmatic solutions which can be implemented step by step are by far preferred to measures which need a more radical change
of policies and which are probably causing conflicts with other interests. One has also picked out that walking can’t be the only goal of urban planning. Therefore, solutions
in this field could be mitigated for pedestrian users.

Considering both efficiency and easiness, the best choice among the proposed measures in this field could be the following ones, endowed with mitigated efficiency but
apparently relatively practicable :
1. Q3-3 : Impact assessment of new projects
2. Q3-6 : Realisation of green mobility plans

On the contrary, 2 proposals have eventually to be turned down :
1. Q3-1 : drastic redefinition of the urban land-use policies
2. Q3-8 : To limit strongly the growth of road’s net

Anyway, for Switzerland the best choice could be “to secure that every new urban development is accessible for pedestrians”.
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Q3 In the PLANNING FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q3-1 To redefine drastically the urban land-use policies 27 19 37 27 18 6 134

Q3-2 To promote mixed activities 27 18 46 31 16 13 151

Q3-3 To evaluate the impact on environment and mobility 10 8 26 24 8 6 82

Q3-4 To restrict every new urban development 21 11 46 35 21 18 152

Q3-5 To integrate (co-ordinate) the mobility policies with urban planning 26 19 40 29 20 12 146

Q3-6 To realise in each municipality “green mobility” plans 18 14 36 32 15 8 123

Q3-7 To re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars 22 23 44 33 15 16 153

Q3-8 To limit strongly the growth of road’s net 12 -1 2 9 0 6 28

Total Easiness

Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q3-1 To redefine drastically the urban land-use policies -21 -14 -54 -31 -16 -18 -154

Q3-2 To promote mixed activities -19 -16 -22 -12 -8 -7 -84

Q3-3 To evaluate the impact on environment and mobility 7 3 9 6 13 4 42

Q3-4 To restrict every new urban development -16 -24 -17 -23 -2 -2 -84

Q3-5 To integrate (co-ordinate) the mobility policies with urban planning -7 -13 -19 -5 -13 -5 -62

Q3-6 To realise in each municipality “green mobility” plans -2 -14 22 -13 5 1 -1

Q3-7 To re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars -16 -24 -39 -21 -8 -16 -124

Q3-8 To limit strongly the growth of road’s net -7 -10 -34 -23 -13 -8 -95
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Thematic Q4 : Possible interventions in the operational field

The respondents judge the proposals in this field either rather efficient or rather easy to implement compared to the average score found for efficiency and easiness within
the whole set of proposals. The judgements are very homogeneous from one country to the other.
So, the combination of both aspects (Efficiency / Easiness) gives a total value clearly above average. Indeed, the operational field gains the best total value score within
the whole set of considered realms (see table ….. here after). Once again, the over-representation of technicians within the respondents may lead to these results,
according a large place to mostly concrete and relatively short-time measures.

In terms of efficiency, the following measures got the highest scores :
1. Q4-1 : Improving of the maintenance of the public area (also very easy to implement)
2. Q4-8 : Large sidewalks on the important itineraries
3. Q4-10 : To implement more safe and comfortable pedestrian crossings
Just below in terms of efficiency, one can also find :
4. Q4-2 : Improving of the pavements of paths and sidewalks (also very easy to implement)
5. Q4-3 : Improvement of the lighting of the public space (also very easy to implement)

Regarding easiness, 4 measures are considered by almost every country as rather difficult to implement :
1. Q4-5 : To provide specific equipment to overcome the “natural” conditions (snow, ice, rain, heat, wind, slope, …), which also appears unanimously and by far, quite not

efficient
2. Q4-6 : To implement more parks and public gardens
3. Q4-7 : To create more recreational paths
4. Q4-8 : To implement large sidewalks on the most used itineraries to work, schools and public transport  (but highly efficient)

On the contrary, 4 proposals are judged rather easy to implement, in other words immediately practicable :
1. Q4-1 : Better maintenance of public area (also highly efficient)
2. Q4-2 : Improving of the pavements of paths and sidewalks (also efficient)
3. Q4-3 : Improvement of the lighting of the public space (also efficient)
4. Q4-4 : Equipment in order to provide more comfort

Considering both efficiency and easiness, as said above, all the items have a positive appreciation but 3 measures among the proposed ones in this field could be
particularly putted forward :
1. Q4-1 : Better maintenance of public area
2. Q4-2 : Improving of the pavements of paths and sidewalks
3. Q4-3 : Improvement of the lighting of the public space
which are particularly concrete, immediate and relatively cheap measures, while only 1 item has probably to be turned down :
1. Q4-5 : To provide specific equipment to overcome the “natural” conditions

One can notice the high number of additional proposals and comments from every country, proof of the interest and of the involvement of the respondents in these topic.
All these additional proposals are heading a better maintenance of the public realm, a better accessibility for the weakest (particularly the disabled) and a better regulation
of conflicts / nuisances due to the motorised vehicles.
At last, for Finland, money could be here the sole obstacle for implementation. Socio-political obstacles are far behind.
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Q4 In the OPERATIONAL FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q4-1 To improve the maintenance of the public area 22 23 32 32 25 2 136

Q4-2 To improve the pavement of the pedestrians paths and sidewalks 19 18 39 32 16 -3 121

Q4-3 To improve the lightning of the public space 18 15 27 32 18 12 122

Q4-4 To equip the public area in order to provide more comfort 13 13 19 34 13 2 94

Q4-5 To provide specific equipment to overcome the “natural” conditions -7 15 -6 23 11 -3 33

Q4-6 To implement more parks and public gardens 21 11 20 21 6 11 90

Q4-7 To create more recreational paths 9 10 11 30 12 11 83

Q4-8 To implement large sidewalks on the most used itineraries to work, schools and public transport 26 26 50 26 18 10 156

Q4-9 To provide more pedestrians facilities in commercial areas (urban and shopping centres) 14 12 12 15 2 17 72

Q4-10 To implement more safe and comfortable pedestrian crossings 24 11 53 35 18 15 156

Total Easiness
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q4-1 To improve the maintenance of the public area 6 9 26 19 15 14 89

Q4-2 To improve the pavement of the pedestrians paths and sidewalks 1 7 26 16 14 3 67

Q4-3 To improve the lightning of the public space 4 13 28 18 9 9 81

Q4-4 To equip the public area in order to provide more comfort 4 12 27 19 8 1 71

Q4-5 To provide specific equipment to overcome the “natural” conditions -21 -6 -36 19 -6 -13 -63

Q4-6 To implement more parks and public gardens -8 3 -7 -12 0 -8 -32

Q4-7 To create more recreational paths -11 5 -10 -3 5 -8 -22

Q4-8 To implement large sidewalks on the most used itineraries to work, schools and public transport -7 5 0 -12 -1 -10 -25

Q4-9 To provide more pedestrians facilities in commercial areas (urban and shopping centres) 1 1 18 3 5 2 30

Q4-10 To implement more safe and comfortable pedestrian crossings 4 3 19 6 1 -9 24
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Thematic Q5 : Possible interventions in the legislative field

The respondents judge the proposals in this field quite in average regarding their efficiency but not evidently practicable compared to the average score found for efficiency
and easiness within the whole set of proposals. The judgements are once again very homogeneous from one country to the other, except Belgium giving a wondering
more or less positive appreciation as regards the practicability of these proposals, while the other countries are unanimously giving a rather negative appreciation of these
practicability.
The combination of both aspects (Efficiency / Easiness) gives a total value quite below average.

In terms of efficiency, only 1 proposal was considered as rather inefficient :
1. Q5-1 : to legislate in the field of insurance.
All other measures were considered as rather efficient, among them the most efficient were :
1. Q5-4 : To reduce the speed of cars using appropriate tools, (also relatively practicable)
2. Q5-6 : To define and apply minimal standards guarantying accessibility everywhere in cities for the weakest users (also relatively practicable)

The practicability of these proposals is judged rather bad to very bad by the experts of every country. The worst is ;
Q5-3 : Use of regulation tools to limit the use of cars inside the cities (but rather efficient)
Only 1 proposal seems to be quite practicable (but not so efficient) :
Q5-2 : To enforce the penalties against the car drivers in case of casualty

Considering both efficiency and easiness, the following items have a global positive appreciation due to their rather good efficiency :
1. Q5-4 : regulation tools to reduce the speed of cars
2. Q5-6 : minimal accessibility standards adapted to the weakest

To summarise, legislative tools already exist in all the countries to limit the speed of the cars as well as to re-shape the public space in order to balance its use between not
motorised people and cars. These tools have to be properly used, or their scope has to be intensified. It’s actually not necessary to think up other new restrictive tools
against the drivers in the field of insurance or enforcing the penalties. This could be socially rejected.
In the same way, many comments put forward the necessary responsibility of all the users (included the pedestrians) and the excessive, indeed anti-democratic character
of some proposals included in this topic, even if for Finland, more severe sanctions against the drivers would be reasonable.

A proposal pointed out concerns the co-operation between lawyers, police, engineers, … but surprisingly such a co-operation was judged nor very efficient, nor very
practicable by a majority of experts (see Q5-7)
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Q5 In the LEGISLATIVE FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q5-1 To legislate in the field of insurance in a favourable way for pedestrians 0 -3 -4 6 -5 -4 -10

Q5-2 To enforce significantly the penalties against the car drivers in case of casualty with a pedestrian 8 10 20 12 2 -3 49

Q5-3 To limit radically the use of cars inside the cities, using appropriate regulation tools 19 15 25 18 18 8 103

Q5-4 To reduce drastically the speed of cars in the cities, using appropriate regulation tools 26 19 33 28 19 16 141

Q5-5 To revise the actual Road Regulations and to adopt norms, rules and recommendations favourable to the
pedestrians 21 12 24 21 10 11 99

Q5-6 To define and apply minimal standards guarantying accessibility everywhere in cities for the weakest users 24 12 39 37 17 2 131

Q5-7 To improve the co-ordination between the different actors stepping in the development of the public area or
in the mobility policies 14 10 23 17 6 4 74

Total Easiness
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q5-1 To legislate in the field of insurance in a favourable way for pedestrians 8 -8 4 -7 -4 -11 -18

Q5-2 To enforce significantly the penalties against the car drivers in case of casualty with a pedestrian 10 0 11 12 1 -8 26

Q5-3 To limit radically the use of cars inside the cities, using appropriate regulation tools -12 -16 -27 -16 -2 -15 -88

Q5-4 To reduce drastically the speed of cars in the cities, using appropriate regulation tools 5 7 -2 -8 1 -5 -2

Q5-5 To revise the actual Road Regulations and to adopt norms, rules and recommendations favourable to the
pedestrians 5 -15 -1 -11 -3 -11 -36

Q5-6 To define and apply minimal standards guarantying accessibility everywhere in cities for the weakest users 0 -5 -2 -5 2 -4 -14

Q5-7 To improve the co-ordination between the different actors stepping in the development of the public area or
in the mobility policies -14 9 -26 -9 -2 -3 -45
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Thematic Q6 : Possible interventions in the incentive field

The judgement of the experts about the proposals under the present topic is very homogeneous both for efficiency or easiness value, which are below average compared
to other topics.
All the proposed items (except Q6-2 : « Higher financing of pedestrians developments through transfers within the public budget ») appear somewhat not very efficient.
On the same way, all the proposed items (except Q6-5 : to appoint specific “pedestrian mediators” or to create “soft mobility” cells within the administrations ) appear also
quite difficult to implement compared to the set of proposals included in the other fields.
Moreover, Q6-2 is regarded as efficient but not so easy to implement. On the other hand, Q6-5 is regarded as a relatively easy measure but not efficient.
Due to these low scores regarding both efficiency and easiness, the combination gives for this topic the worst total value, clearly below average, compared to the other
topics (see table ….. here after).
Regarding this global indicator, the best score is gained by :
Q6-2 : Higher financing of pedestrians developments through transfers within the public budget
On the other hand, the worst score is given to :
Q6-4 : re-definition of the land tax system regarding the walking possibilities

One will notice that 3 of the 5 items developed under the present topic concern the financing of policies in favour of walking in cities (Q6-2, Q6-3, Q6-4). Only a very
general measure from existing budget lines (transfers within the public budget) is regarded as efficient, however difficult to implement. The 2 other measures offering new
financing capabilities for walking (fiscal advantages, redefinition of the land tax system) to the cost of numerous citizens seem rejected as relatively un-efficient and not
practicable. The choice is clearly in favour of a re-allocation of resources within existing budget instead of the creation of new resources by new taxes which could be
socially and/or politically not easily acceptable. Even for Finland, the confrontation between policies advantaging one the pedestrians ,another the car drivers is judged
negatively (in some situations, the car is necessary and people aren’t inclined to pay more for using their cars). In Switzerland, some are thinking that the incentives have
to be felt directly by the users and that tax cuts don’t fulfil this criteria.

One can notice that, in this field and for Belgium at least, the efficiency of the items is very positively judged by the lobbyists, while the judgement of the technicians /
politicians is full of nuances. In some countries, one is putting in evidence the need to promote incentive policies also for public transport and cyclists.

By evidence, finance and financing could be a useful topic to improve the lot of the pedestrians but most of people aren’t ready to pay more for the overall mobility. It’s a
sensitive political point that needs more thoughts to find adequate and effective measures.
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Q6 in the INCENTIVE FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q6-1 To enforce the self confidence of the citizens through surveillance 15 11 3 22 8 1 60

Q6-2 To increase the level of financing the developments for pedestrians through transfers within the
public budget 25 21 39 20 16 15 136

Q6-3 To offer fiscal advantages to the pedestrians instead of the car drivers 13 10 14 9 5 0 51

Q6-4 To re-define the land tax system for residences and activities located in walking favourable
environment 15 8 15 -3 2 -6 31

Q6-5 To appoint specific “pedestrian mediators” or to create “soft mobility” cells within the administrations 13 -3 6 -9 4 -1 10

Total Easiness
Q6 in the INCENTIVE FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for

the pedestrians in cities Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Swiss TOTAL

Q6-1 To enforce the self confidence of the citizens through surveillance -4 4 -5 -5 5 -1 -6

Q6-2 To increase the level of financing the developments for pedestrians through transfers within the
public budget -7 -4 -6 -11 -1 -13 -42

Q6-3 To offer fiscal advantages to the pedestrians instead of the car drivers 6 -2 -21 -15 -7 -11 -50

Q6-4 To re-define the land tax system for residences and activities located in walking favourable
environment -8 -9 -29 -20 -15 -11 -92

Q6-5 To appoint specific “pedestrian mediators” or to create “soft mobility” cells within the
administrations 6 2 23 -6 7 8 40
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Thematic Q7 : Possible interventions in the field of Communication / Participation

The judgement of the experts about the here proposed measures is somewhat contrasted between efficiency and easiness. Compared to the field “Planning”, we are
exactly in the reverse situation. Indeed, all the proposed items (except Q7-4 and Q7-6) appear globally as rather un-efficient but at the same time as very easy to
implement (except Q7-4) compared to the set of proposals included in the other fields. The scores are very homogeneous from one country to the other.
Due to these expected easiness of implementation, the combination of both aspects (Efficiency / Easiness) gives a total value clearly above average (see table ….. here
after).

Regarding efficiency, the following items gain the best scores :
1. Q7-4 : to encourage the growth of some lobbies favourable to pedestrians recognising them as full partners, which seems also very difficult to implement
2. Q7-6 : Organisation of know how transfers between practitioners
Regarding the practicability of implementation the following items gain the best scores :
1. Q7-1 : Promotion of walking through advertising campaigns
2. Q7-2 : To increase some target groups awareness
Which are also judged not very efficient

If we combine the efficiency and the easiness indicators, it results 4 measures with a rather good score compared to the measures examined in other topics :
1. Q7-1 : to promote walking through general advertising campaigns focusing on advantages of this type of travel
2. Q7-2 : to increase specifically some target groups awareness of the advantages of walking
3. Q7-5 : To organise or to support specific events around the pedestrian’s thematic
4. Q7-6 : “Know-how transfer” between practitioners
One can notice that the item “Know how transfer between practitioners”  (Q78-6) is again at the top of the demands. Maybe once again the effect of the over-
representation of the “technicians” ?

Like in the other topics, it seems that the measures on the border of the usual framework are somewhat “suspicious” in the eyes of the majority of the respondents, except
for the Swiss experts thinking that it any opportunity to encourage walking through a pedestrian, friendly image, has to be grasped. These opportunities could be a mean to
develop a long-term favourable effect, avoiding the difficulties of a counterproductive opposition.
For Italy, it would be important not only to improve the image of the pedestrians but also to communicate at the same time about the negative effects of the actual mobility
schemes.
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Q7 In the COMMUNICATION FIELD, which is (are) the priority measure(s) to do radically more and better for the pedestrians in cities

Total Efficiency
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q7-1 To promote walking through general advertising campaigns focusing on advantages of this type of
travel 14 10 -1 19 5 2 49

Q7-2 To increase specifically some target groups awareness of the advantages of walking 7 10 10 18 1 1 47

Q7-3 To enhance citizens debate and participation on sustainable mobility policies 9 2 6 18 0 3 38

Q7-4 To encourage the growth of some lobbies favourable to pedestrians recognising them as full partners 18 1 33 18 14 9 93

Q7-5 To organise or to support specific events around the pedestrian’s thematic 6 9 -3 8 1 11 32

Q7-6 To organise periodical “Know how transfer” between practitioners of the urban development 20 2 42 26 4 2 96

Q7-7 To develop an external attractive “Walking friendly” image of the country or the region, in order to
manage efficient tourist / economic policies 6 10 5 14 11 12 58

Total Easiness
Belgium Finland France Italy Norway Switzerland TOTAL

Q7-1 To promote walking through general advertising campaigns focusing on advantages of this type of
travel 21 17 26 18 17 14 113

Q7-2 To increase specifically some target groups awareness of the advantages of walking 20 18 23 16 12 12 101

Q7-3 To enhance citizens debate and participation on sustainable mobility policies -2 2 -1 -4 -3 9 1

Q7-4 To encourage the growth of some lobbies favourable to pedestrians recognising them as full partners 3 -3 -8 -14 -6 2 -26

Q7-5 To organise or to support specific events around the pedestrian’s thematic 7 15 32 32 9 1 96

Q7-6 To organise periodical “Know how transfer” between practitioners of the urban development 12 8 14 9 8 8 59

Q7-7 To develop an external attractive “Walking friendly” image of the country or the region, in order to
manage efficient tourist / economic policies 0 4 17 1 1 6 29
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Conclusions

The following table summarises the average results for each topic and compares these results to a general average calculated for efficiency in one hand, for
implementation practicability (easiness) in other hand, and for the total value (efficiency + easiness) at last.
It’s the confirmation of the results explained here above considering each field Q2 to Q7 separately.
It comes out :
� Q2 : Efficiency in  the average / Easiness a bit above average / Total value clearly above average (due to positive appreciation of efficiency)
� Q3 : Efficiency clearly above average / Easiness clearly below average / Total value clearly below average (due to bad appreciation of easiness)
� Q4 : Efficiency a bit above average / Easiness a bit above average / Total value highly above average (Best score due to positive appreciation of both easiness and

mostly efficiency)
� Q5 : Efficiency in  the average / Easiness a bit below average / Total value a bit below average (due to poor appreciation of both efficiency and easiness)
� Q6 : Efficiency a bit below average / Easiness a bit below average / Total value highly below average (Worst score due to poor appreciation of both efficiency and

easiness)
� Q7 : Efficiency a bit below average / Easiness clearly above average / Total value a bit above average (due to positive appreciation of easiness)

Thematic Averages
Efficiency

Appreciation reported to the
general average Efficiency

Averages
Easiness

Appreciation reported to the
general average Efficiency

Averages
Total Value

Global appreciation of the
thematic

Q2 (research) 95 # 27 + 122 ++

Q3 (planning) 121 ++ -70 -- 51 --

Q4 (operational) 106 + 22 + 128 +++

Q5 (legislative) 84 # -26 - 59 -

Q6 (incentive) 58 - -30 - 28 ---

Q7 (communication) 59 - 53 ++ 112 +

General average 90 -5 86

One can find in the tables underneath, for the whole set of proposals in the 6 fields of potential intervention (Q2 to Q7) :
� The proposals with the best total value Efficiency / Feasibility (Table A). 86 being the average total value, the total values for Efficiency / Easiness considered here

have to be higher than 110.
� The proposals with the worst total value Efficiency / Feasibility (Table B). 86 being the average total value, the total values for Efficiency / Easiness considered here

have to be lower than 50.

The global scores so revealed are highly linked to the low valuation of practicability for the proposals with the worst total value (see table   the negative appreciation
of practicability is decisive in total value for all the 10 selected worst value items).
On the other hand, the global scores are highly linked to a particularly positive appreciation of the efficiency for the proposals with the best total value (see table
implementation easiness is decisive in total value in only 3 cases - Q7-1, Q7-2 & Q7-5) on the 17 selected best value items).
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Proposals gaining the best total value (Efficiency + Easiness) classified by decreasing order

TABLE 8C - International : BEST TOTAL VALUES EFFICIENCY + EASINESS (most efficient or practicable proposals)

Proposal
Nbr

Proposal Value
Efficiency

Value
Easiness

Value
Total

Q4-1 To improve the maintenance (cleanliness, clearing the snow, ..;) of the public area 136 89 225
Q4-3 To improve the lightning of the public space 122 81 203
Q4-2 To improve the pavement of the pedestrians paths and sidewalks 121 67 188
Q4-10 To implement more safe and comfortable pedestrian crossings everywhere in the cities 156 24 180
Q2-1 To organise a “Know how transfer” (for instance between “searchers” and “practitioners” eventually based on foreign

conclusive examples) inside the administrations, tending to increase the awareness of the technical and administrative
staffs in charge with mobility problems

141 37 178

Q4-4 To equip the public area in order to provide more comfort 94 71 165
Q7-1 To promote walking through general advertising campaigns focusing on advantages of this type of travel (individual

health, environment, social equity, …)
49 113 162

Q7-6 To organise periodical “Know how transfer” between practitioners of the urban development, in order to maintain a real
high level of debate and of ongoing experiences follow-up

96 59 155

Q7-2 To increase specifically some target groups awareness (for instance, the medical or the teaching professions) of the
advantages of walking

47 101 148

Q2-3 researches on sustainable mobility 98 44 142
Q5-4 To reduce drastically the speed of cars in the cities, using appropriate regulation tools 141 -2 139
Q4-8 To implement large sidewalks on the most used itineraries to work, schools and public transport 156 -25 131
Q7-5 To organise or to support specific events around the pedestrian’s thematic 32 96 128
Q3-3 To evaluate the impact on environment and mobility 82 42 124
Q3-6 To realise in each municipality “green mobility” plans 123 -1 122
Q5-6 To define and apply minimal standards guarantying accessibility everywhere in cities for the weakest users (children,

handicapped people, aged people, …) 131 -14 117

Q2-2 To focus the research on everyday urban mobility 91 23 114

The proposals included in the 4th realm (operational field) are clearly at the top of the classification. They are followed by the proposals from the fields 7 (communication /
participation) and 2 (research).
For the proposals stemming from the fields 2 and 4, it’s mostly their EFFICIENCY that is pushed forward.
For the proposals stemming from the field 7, it’s on the contrary mostly their EASINESS that leads them at the top of the classification.
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Proposals gaining the worst total value (Efficiency + Easiness) classified by increasing order

TABLE 8C - International : WORST TOTAL VALUES EFFICIENCY + EASINESS (less efficient or practicable proposals)
Proposal
Nbr

Proposal Value
Efficiency

Value
Easyness

Value
Total

Q3-8 To limit strongly the growth of road’s net, even to maintain the road’s net length at its present value 28 -95 -67
Q6-4 To re-define the land tax system for residences and activities located in walking favourable environment 31 -92 -61
Q4-5 To provide specific equipment in order to help the pedestrians to overcome the “natural” conditions (lift to climb the

differences in level, roof on the streets to protect against the sun or the rain, heating in the floor against ice,
protections against wind or heat, …)

33 -63 -30

Q5-1 To legislate in the field of insurance in a favourable way for pedestrians, in case of accident on the public area,
involving either an other user or the responsible authority for maintenance (for instance : reverse the onus of proof) -10 -18 -28

Q3-1 To redefine drastically the urban land-use policies in order to limit the urban sprawl and to develop the concept of
compact cities 134 -154 -20

Q6-3 To offer fiscal advantages to the pedestrians instead of the car drivers 51 -50 1
Q5-3 To limit radically the use of cars (traffic and parking) inside the cities, using appropriate regulation tools (for instance

setting high taxes on atmospheric and noise pollution) 103 -88 15

Q5-7 To improve the co-ordination between the different actors, at different levels (European, federal, regional, local)
stepping in the development of the public area or in the mobility policies 74 -45 29

Q3-7 To re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars (traffic and parking) inside the cities
(following the car free cities concept) 153 -124 29

Q7-3 To enhance citizens debate and participation on sustainable mobility policies (for instance to adopt the principle of
local referendum on such policies) 38 1 39

The proposals included in the 3rd and 5th realms (Land-use / housing and legislative fields) are at the bottom of the classification. They are followed by the proposals from
the field 6 (incentive field).
For the proposals stemming from the fields 2 and 5, it’s mostly their DIFFICULTIES to be implemented that push them down.
For the proposals stemming from the field 6, they are judged both DIFFICULT to implement and quite UN-EFFICIENT.
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The proposed measures can be divided in 4 categories. For each of these, our approach gives :

Proposal
Nr.

Tab 8E : Measures mostly efficient and actually feasible (easy to implement) : Efficiency Easiness Total
value

Q4-10 To implement more safe and comfortable pedestrian crossings 156 24 180
Q2-1 To organise a “Know how transfer” 141 37 178
Q4-1 To improve the maintenance of the public area 136 89 225
Q4-3 To improve the lightning of the public space 122 81 203
Q4-2 To improve the pavement of the pedestrians paths and sidewalks 121 67 188

Tab 8F : Measures mostly efficient but actually difficult to implement :
Q3-7 To re-organise the public spaces in order to limit radically the use of cars 153 -124 29
Q3-4 To restrict every new urban development 152 -84 68
Q3-2 To promote mixed activities 151 -84 67
Q3-5 To integrate (co-ordinate) the mobility policies with urban planning 146 -62 84
Q6-2 To increase the level of financing the developments for pedestrians through transfers within the public budget 136 -42 94
Q3-1 To redefine drastically the urban land-use policies 134 -154 -20

Tab 8G : Measures actually feasible (easy to implement) but largely inefficient :
Q7-1 To promote walking through general advertising campaigns focusing on advantages of this type of travel 49 113 162
Q7-2 To increase specifically some target groups awareness of the advantages of walking 47 101 148
Q7-5 To organise or to support specific events around the pedestrian’s thematic 32 96 128
Q6-5 To appoint specific “pedestrian mediators” or to create “soft mobility” cells within the administrations 10 40 50
Q7-7 To develop an external attractive “Walking friendly” image of the country or the region, in order to manage efficient tourist /

economic policies
58 29 87

Q5-2 To enforce significantly the penalties against the car drivers in case of casualty with a pedestrian 49 26 75

Tab 8H : Measures mostly inefficient and actually difficult to implement
Q3-8 To limit strongly the growth of road’s net 28 -95 -67
Q6-4 To re-define the land tax system for residences and activities located in walking favourable environment 31 -92 -61
Q4-5 To provide specific equipment to overcome the “natural” conditions 33 -63 -30
Q6-3 To offer fiscal advantages to the pedestrians instead of the car drivers 51 -50 1
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COMMENTS

1. ABOUT A COMMON SENSITIVITY ACROSS THE EUROPEAN NATIONS

The judgements on the proposed items in the different examined fields are surprisingly very homogeneous from one country to the other. So, one can say that a common
approach (or at least a common sensitivity) is still existing across the European nations on the mobility topics, either regarding the principles or the practices.

2. ABOUT INNOVATION

It seems that the respondents are quite timid regarding innovation, mostly in the non technical realms (for instance the proposals regarding incentives or financing, which
are somewhat rejected due to the fear of an eventual social non acceptance of some unpopular measures e.g. new taxes, new constraints upon mobility or localisation,
…).

3. ABOUT FINANCING

The financing problem of new policies favourable to walking is quite real. It seems evident that the citizens aren’t ready to “pay more for less mobility”. By evidence, a
consensual solution within the community members taking account of the different “sensitivities” regarding the mobility issues, has to be found in order to avoid the social
rejection of possible solutions. The communication / participation issues could be very useful to promote the sustainable solutions offered by non polluting travel’s modes.

Moreover, the lack of economical incentives coming from the authorities may be a crucial brake to develop policies in favour of pedestrians (Italy), since the “service” of
walking is generally considered as poor compared to the offer of motorised modes (walking like public transport should need financial help to make up this “deficit” of
service : Fiscal policies favourable to pedestrians are especially claimed by the lobbies while the politicians are fully negative about this issue).

Some respondents (Finland), defend an other position : the real problem for implementation of pedestrian’s friendly policies may not be the financing, nor the techniques
but just the willingness to achieve something important.

4. ABOUT HEAVY - STRUCTURAL / LIGHT - CONJONCTURAL MEASURES

Long-term measures efficient but difficult to implement actually (Switzerland). This segment contains mostly measures that intend to change the framework in
transportation and, therefore, lead to conflicts of interest, e.g. conflicts with car drivers regarding speed, redistribution of public space or even financing.
For instance, some measures like “re-organisation of the public space, limitation of the road’s net, use of restrictive regulation tools” are judged efficient (even if quite
difficult to implement) but those measures have to stand at a general “soft” level. Radical measures (limitation of the road’s net, redefinition of the land tax system) in
order to restrict hardly the use of cars are not fully endorsed. One has the feeling that restrict the mobility of people is a step too far.

Mobility and land use policies are the most important regarding the pedestrian’s issues (Italy). It is crucial to co-ordinate them, even if everybody is convinced of the great
difficulties to turn the land-use policies into short/mid-term specific interventions, and if there is a will or a justification to do so.
For instance, “redefine land-use policies, mixed activities, restrictions on new developments, limitation of the road’s network, minimal standards for weakest, re-definition of
land tax” : those are generally considered as useful measures but also difficult to implement. By evidence, verybody can be convinced of the usefulness of such general
measures, but nobody seem able to say how apply them.

Long-term educational and informative strategies are preferred rather than special events such as “a day without a car” which is judged as a formula to be improved.
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5. ABOUT INFORMATION

Actually, in many cases, there is an inexistent or un-correct transfer of information about state of the art and new experiences (Italy) within the national administrations or
between the states. Especially a deep fracture exists between researchers and practitioners.

Educational (communication ??) and participation policies are crucial to develop sustainable mobility strategies favourable to walking and other “ecological” travel’s modes.
Particularly, it appears that policy-makers do not have a great knowledge of innovative interventions to re-shape concretely the urban environment and that they have
therefore sometimes a shortened (even false) vision against some proposals.

6. ABOUT POLITICAL WILLINGNESS

Contradictions may exist between the policy-makers and the Lobbyists or the technicians about some issues like pertinence of assessment procedures to evaluate the
impact on environment and mobility of every new urban development (Italy).

Generally, the policy makers may give confusing answers to contradictory demands : the city-dwellers may ask for calming traffic measures in the streets, the same, car
drivers may simultaneously ask for traffic improvements measures.

The question may be : Are the policy makers sufficiently convinced that they have something to gain defending the sustainable transport modes ? On the other hand, are
the demands sufficiently structured or carried by recognised associations or advocates, so that the sensibility about the pedestrian’s problems (safety, accessibility,
comfort) will significantly increase ?


